
SHEER HORIZONTAL  
& VERTICAL SHADINGS



Picture it – your home  

illuminated by the gentlest, most 

inviting sun. Visualize your favorite 

spaces transformed by the dawn 

and shaped by evening shadows.

Recreate these tranquil moments 

throughout the day with  

Comfortex Sheer Horizontal  and 

Vertical Shadings. The sheer fabrics  

diminish glare while soft fabric 

vanes open and close to diffuse 

even the harshest incoming rays.   
21⁄2” Linear Light Filtering Vanes in color Suede



Tilt the Shangri-La vanes to change the level of view-

through. The continuous cord loop ensures a range of 

light control and privacy.

The Omni-View operation is a Comfortex exclusive. 

Shangri-La does what no other sheer shading can – raise 

the fabric up to 24” with the vanes partially open. This 

feature is shown  in the above photo to the right.

The Omni-View™ Advantage

Continuous cord loop controls  
amount of light control and privacy

2” Aura Light Filtering Vanes in color Goldenrod Aura

SHANGRI-LA® SHEER HORIZONTAL SHADINGS



Versatility with Omni-View

When viewing the shading at eye level, achieve any of 
these five variations with standard operation:

Closed Vanes, Fabric Lowered: When  
the vanes are closed and the fabric fully 
lowered, the shading provides complete 
privacy and a soft diffused light.

Closed Vanes, Fabric Partially Raised:  
By raising the fabric half way with the vanes 
closed, the upper portion of the window 
becomes semi-opaque while maintaining  
a clear view below.

Vanes Partially Open, Fabric Lowered: 
Gradually rotating the vanes modifies  
the view-through and the amount of 
incoming light.

Open Vanes, Fabric Lowered: The fully 
open vanes softly veil the outdoor view.

Open Vanes, Fabric Partially Raised: With the 
vanes open, continue pulling down on the 
back of the cord loop, raise the fabric off the 
sill with vanes in the open position. The result  
is a veiled view above and clear view below.

3” Aura Room Darkening Vanes in  
color Black Aura with Designer  
Head Rail in Oil Rubbed Bronze

SHANGRI-LA® SHEER HORIZONTAL SHADINGS



Restful neutrals and understated textures define the  

extensive collection of Shangri-La fabrics. The classic 

tones blend seamlessly in traditional or contemporary  

settings, and complement windows both large and small.

Choose light filtering vanes for soft light diffusion and 

privacy. The room darkening selections further accentuate 

these effects. In addition, the white vane backing of room  

darkening fabrics reflects light to reduce solar heat gain.

Designer’s Color Palette

Aura room-side sheers  
perfectly match the vane fabric.

3” Aura Room Darkening Vanes in color Cocoa Bean Aura

SHANGRI-LA® SHEER HORIZONTAL SHADINGS



Distinctive patterns in the 21⁄2-inch vanes offer sophistication  

without distracting from other fabrics or furnishings. 

Elegant, yet casual, the shades enrich the ambiance of any 

room with light filtering or room darkening options.

Soft Textures Add Depth

Soft, subtle patterns and textures  
create a multi-demensional look 

21⁄2” Linear Light Filtering Vanes in color Suede

SHANGRI-LA® SHEER HORIZONTAL SHADINGS



Your home is your sanctuary, and your belongings are 

your treasures. Over time, ultraviolet light can fade  

wood floors, furniture, upholstery, draperies and carpets, 

hastening wear and tear and depreciating value.

Shangri-La Sheer Horizontals shield furnishings from UV 

damage. The shadings provide up to 88% protection with 

the vanes open and 99% when the vanes are closed.

Ultraviolet Protection

3” Aura Light Filtering Vanes in color Vellum Aura

Uncovered windows is like going  
to the beach without sunscreen.

SHANGRI-LA® SHEER HORIZONTAL SHADINGS



Your shading, your room, your lifestyle – there is a 

Shangri-La operating system suited for your home.

Simplicity, reliability, convenience and child safety are  

just a few of Shangri-La’s many hardware benefits.

Innovative Hardware

Retractable Cord: 
A single cord design that provides easy 
one hand operation to raise, lower 
and open and close the vanes. The 
elimination of cord loop enhances child 
and pet safety.

Smooth Faced Designer Head Rail: 
Provides a sleek look while concealing 
hardware components. Choose from 
white, oil rubbed bronze or onyx black 
to complement your room or your  
fabric selection.

Motorization: 
A motorized lift system raises and lowers 
one shade or a group of shadings with 
the push of a button. Available with 
Somfy or Simplicity motorization.

PowerTouch™ with Touch and Go:  
An innovative hybrid between cordless 
and motorized options, the wand and 
pendant operation lifts and lowers the 
shade with the touch of a button.

Fabric Insert Designer Head Rail:
Available in white, oil rubbed bronze or 
onyx black, every head rail comes with a 
color coordinating fabric insert.

DoorStyles: 
DoorStyles Shadings cover French doors, 
transoms and sidelights for a look of 
sheer perfection without a bulky head rail. 
DoorStyles Shadings attach to window 
frames or doors with unobtrusive hinges.

SHANGRI-LA® SHEER HORIZONTAL SHADINGS



Vertical Sheer Shadings and Shangri-La® Sheer Horizontal 

Shadings coordinate to create the perfect solution for 

covering sliding glass doors or large expanses of windows 

of all shapes and sizes.

Vertical Sheer Shadings are beautiful and smart with the 

added benefit of 99% UV protection when the vanes 

are in the closed position to protect artwork and home 

furnishings from the damaging effects of the sun.

A Perfect Pair

Filter out brightness,  

glare, and UV rays.  

88% UV protection with the  

vanes in the open position.

2” Shangri-La Light Filtering Vanes in color Hazelnut and  
Vertical Sheer Shadings in color Halo.

VERTICAL SHEER SHADINGS



Control Light and Your View

Vertical Sheer Shadings resemble a soft drapery.  

Soft sheer fabric is joined with light filtering or room 

darkening vertical fabric vanes. The vanes are designed 

with neutral color to the exterior ensuring your home  

an outward, uniform appearance.

Light is dispersed and diffused through the sheer fabric to 

create a warm and relaxed space. Rotate the vanes closed 

to create your own serene retreat from the world. Add 

room darkening vanes for additional light control.

Vertical Sheer Shadings in color  
Wedding Veil

The wand/cord combination  
control system provides precise  

light control and is child safe. 
The head rail is concealed with fabric

header for a refined, elegant look.

VERTICAL SHEER SHADINGS



Soft Tones Sheer Shadings are a modern twist on the  

classic sheer horizontal shadings. Soft Tones incorporate 

solid and sheer front fabrics with a bold  

51⁄2-inch fabric vane for varying light control and privacy.  

The oversized fabric vane creates a unique look as the  

shading transitions from open to closed. 

A Modern Alternative

Soft Tone’s distinctive fabric  
vanes provide stylish light control.

Soft Tones in color Soft White

SOFT TONES SHEER SHADINGS



FABRIC VIEWING OPTIONS

Fully closed: When lowered completely, Soft Tones provides 
complete privacy and soft diffused light.

Partially open: Opening Soft Tones in small increments will 
gradually increase the level of light and allow varying levels 
of view-through. 

View-through when lowered: By completely opening the 
vanes, Soft Tones provides a softened view to the outside.

Durable fabric filters the sunlight,  
letting you enjoy the daytime sun  
without a harsh glare.

A Modern Designers Design
SOFT TONES SHEER SHADINGS

Hardware Options:

•  Cord Loop

•   Cordless PowerTouch  
with Touch and Go

•  Simplicity Motorization

Head Rail Options:

•   Fabric Insert Designer  
Head Rail in white,  
onyx black and oil  
rubbed bronze

•   Smooth faced Designer 
Head Rail in white,  
onyx black and  
oil rubbed bronze

Vanes fully opened for  
maximum view-through.



21 Elm Street  •  Maplewood, NY 12189
(800) 843-4151  •  (800) 336-4580 FAX

comfortex.com

LIMITED LIFETIME WARRANTY

Our commitment to quality, as with all Comfortex Window 
Fashions, is extended to all Shangri-La® Sheer Horizontal 
Shadings, Vertical Sheer Shadings and Soft Tones Sheer 
Shadings in the form of a limited lifetime warranty.

Our limited lifetime warranty is extended exclusively to  
the original purchaser of the product. Comfortex limits  
this warranty to covering materials and workmanship. 
Comfortex will not cover damages caused by accidents, 
misuse or failure due to the improper installation or  
application of the product.

For additional information, contact your Comfortex dealer.
©2015 Comfortex Corporation. ™ is a Trademark of Comfortex Corporation.  

® is a Registered Trademark of Comfortex Corporation.
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